The goal of machine learning is to provide solutions which are trained by data or by experience coming from the environment. Many training algorithms exist and some brilliant successes were achieved. But even in structured environments for machine learning (e.g. data mining or board games), most applications beyond the level of toy problems need careful hand-tuning or human ingenuity (i.e. detection of interesting patterns) or both. We discuss several aspects how self-configuration can help to alleviate these problems. One aspect is the self-configuration by tuning of algorithms, where recent advances have been made in the area of SPO (Sequential Parameter Optimization). Another aspect is the self-configuration by pattern detection or feature construction. Forming multiple features (e.g. random boolean functions) and using algorithms (e.g. random forests) which easily digest many features can largely increase learning speed. However, a full-fledged theory of feature construction is not yet available and forms a current barrier in machine learning. We discuss several ideas for systematic inclusion of feature construction. This may lead to partly self-configuring machine learning solutions which show robustness, flexibility, and fast learning in potentially changing environments.
Introduction
How do we learn in new environments? It is a striking feature of human behaviour that humans can adapt rapidly to new situations or environments, can spot important patterns if only few examples are given and can perform meaningful generalizations. Computing machines show a much poorer performance in these disciplines. This is not only true for complex environments with noisy sensory information, but also for very clean and structured data.
As examples we will study in this work two cases with fairly structured information: board games and data mining.
Games are an ideal testbed for the study of learning and self-configuring systems. It is not so much that we are interested in construction world-leading AI players for complex games like chess (this problem is mainly solved today). The interesing point is nicely formulated by Simon Lucas [Luc08] :
The immediate goal of the research ... is to study the effectiveness of machine learning approaches to game playing: how well a machine can learn to play, rather than how well we can program it to play. In particular we are interested in how well the system can learn to play without any expert tuition, and without recourse to an expert opponent to practice against.
In games you need to discover a strategy. A strategy can be the detection of and reaction on the right pattern / feature. In principle, neural networks and reinforcement learning (RL) could solve the problem because they can learn arbitrary features. Indeed, some remarkable successes were achieved, e.g. Tesauro's TD-Gammon [Tes94] . Pollack and Blair showed an alternative approach based co-evolution [PB98] , which was shortly followed by many neuroevolution contributions, starting with the work of Chellapilla and Fogel [CDF99] .
But there are other cases in RL, where the learning progress is disappointingly slow [Tes92, KBB09] , even when only simple games are considered. We have shown in [KBB09] examples from reinforcement learning where a simple toy problem is not solvable with the wrong features, but quickly solvable with the right features. It would be desirable to have a mechanism with which one can learn or construct such interesting features. We show below a general approach based on N-tuple systems, which was recently applied by Lucas [Luc08] to board game problems with remarkable success.
In data mining, our second example area, we have for small problems (e.g. UCI data) or for special problems robust learning solutions (e.g. random forests). But no solution is out there which works equally robust on a large variety of problems or on larger problems. For larger problems we usually still need careful hand-tuning or ingenuity (detect patterns) or both. It is the aim to replace some of this by self-configuration. Advances in this domain will have numerous applications, especially in the area of online data mining (stream data mining) with its often non-stationary environment conditions. Recent data-mining developments try to use larger amount of features (many parallel features) and bring the optimal use of features into the optimization loop, as we try in our current research project SOMA (Systematic Optimization of Models in IT and Automation).
Other developments, e.g. the IBM Watson project, where a supercomputer learns to answer questions from the Jeopardy quiz [FB + 10], rely on massively parallel models with multi-hypothesis testing and multiple confidence estimation
In this paper we try to advocate the following (still unproven) conjecture:
Finding good features and using abundant features is key for learning in highdimensional input spaces.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 looks at self-configuration and self-learning (w/o teacher) in games and looks specifically at the N-tuple approach. Sec. 3 is about self-configuration in data mining (DM), it discusses the desirable characteristcs of self-configuring, robust, and flexible DM solutions. It looks briefly at tuning and at feature construction in DM. Finally in Sec. 4 we discuss our findings and present a set of open research questions.
2 Self-configuration in games
Strategy example
Reinforcement learning is a remarkable example of self-organization in game play: Just by playing the game against itself, an agent can learn emergent behaviour, e.g. to play on a master level for some games, as was shown with Tesauro's TD-gammon [Tes94] . But reinforcement learning alone is not the complete solution. It is necessary to detect / construct the right features, otherwise the success may be slowed down dramatically or may be completely blocked [KBB09] .
A simple example might illustrate the point: In the game Nim-3 either player can take 1, 2 or 3 pieces from a collection of initially n pieces and winner is the one who picks the last piece. The right feature to detect is of course: "Leave your opponent m stones, where m is a number divisible by 4." As long as you do not spot this pattern or feature, only complicated calculations find the right move for sufficiently large n. With this feature, the formulation of a winning strategy is trivial for arbitrary n.
We investigated in [KBB09] a similar but non-trivial case for a small game (TicTacToe) and found similar results ( Fig. 1 ): Some feature sets (T2, T4) make TD-learning very fast, while others (T0, T1) completely block successful TD-learning, among them the raw board position (T0). The feature sets T2 and T4 contained human-designed features.
N-tuple systems
The question is how to find such or other features given a new task or a new game without the need for human design. Lucas [Luc08] has recently proposed to use the old idea of N-tuple systems for the first time also for the detection / construction of useful features 
Given K such randomly formed N-tuples, the output of the network given a board position b is the sum over all N-tuples
The goal is that V (b) approximates the game's value function, i.e. that it assigns to each board position b the correct probability of Black to win from this b. The weights l(d) are trained by temporal difference learning (TD-learning). The important message from [Luc08] : Lucas formed randomly 30 N-tuples and he succeeded in generating a strong-playing Othello agent within only 1250 games (!) of training. This is remarkable, since other reinforcement learning approaches to Othello usually need millions of games: van Eck and van Wezel [vEvW05] use Q-learning and need 15,000,000 games and Szubert et al. [SJK09] use coevolution together with TDlearning and need 4,500,000 games.
It seems that the use of abundant features greatly influences the speed of learning, the speed at which self-organization of emergent behaviour appears. Why is this the case? At present we can only formulate hypotheses: As Lucas [Luc08] notes, the N-tuple system ... is somewhat similar to the kernel trick used in support vector machines (SVMs) and is also related to Kanervas sparse distributed memory model [Kan88] . The low The high-dimensional sample space can help to make the game strategy easier to learn. It reduces the probability that weights receive conflicting signals from different input situations. The indexing operation into the LUT performs a non-linear mapping to highdimensional feature space. The weights of the LUT can be seen as the weights of a single-layer perceptron.
In fact, the N-tuple system has an architecture close to Rosenblatt's perceptron [Ros62] . The original perceptron had hidden units which formed fixed random boolean functions on the subset of the input. N-tuples are also random boolean functions on a subset of the input. This means that N-tuple systems share the strengths (fast training) and the weaknesses (theoretical limitations, "parity problem") with the perceptron. But note that the N-tuple system has learned a rather complex Othello value function. The main differences between the original perceptron and Lucas' approach are that the target signal is delivered by the TD-learning concept and that the number of hidden units (number of LUT entries in all LUTs) is potentially very large. Is it that the vast amount of LUT entries has an influence on the self-organizational capabilities of the system? We want to investigate this question in the near future.
3 Self-configuration in machine learning and data mining
What is desirable?
Machine learning models have made considerable progress during the last decades: Random forests (RF) are more robust and flexible than single decision trees; support vector machines (SVM) can better handle large numbers of input variables and build implicitly high-dimensional feature spaces. But still: there is no free lunch, expert knowledge is required to get high quality results for complicated, perhaps noisy tasks. Usually the expert is needed to (a) build the right features (preprocessing), (b) select the right features, and (c) select the right model and tune model and preprocessing parameters. It would be desirable to have a complete solution which is able to configure itself on the task just by looking at the data and by self-configuring the options in (a) -(c). This becomes even more important if we want to build systems for online data mining or stream data mining, where new data are continuously streaming in and the underlying process might also be non-stationary, thus requiring self-configuration or re-calibration in daily routine.
Tuning
Tuning, i.e. parameter adjustment, can be seen as a form of self-configuration. Although the problem is simply stated: "There are N adjustable parameters -find the best values for them given the current task", it is seldom done systematically in its general form. Why? -It quickly gets complex, if N becomes larger (curse of dimensionality) and/or if it contains mixed boolean, integer and real-valued parameters. Furthermore, for complex tasks the modeling step is often time-consuming. Only few parameter adjusting runs may be feasible within the given budget.
Recently, some advances in tuning have been made: Bartz-Beielstein's sequential parameter optimization (SPO) [BBLP10, BB10] Data mining is the nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data.
we know that data mining is tightly connected with pattern finding.
There are numerous (infinitely many) ways to construct features from input data Besides the transformation for (spatial or temporal) continuous signals (Fourier transform, wavelet transforms, other), which we do not consider here, some examples are 1. N-tupel systems (see above)
2. GP (genetic programming) [Koz92] 3. PCA, GHA (variance, assumes linearity) [Oja82, San89] 4. SFA (slowness, assumes linearity in a higher dim space) [Wis98, WS02] 5. Kernel PCA [SSM98] , KHA (nonlinear) [KFS03] Example 1 and 2 are of the class "form many features 'at random' and find somehow the ones which are good for the task", while the remaining examples belong to the class "form features guided by some general principles and select the important ones".
We had some good experience with SFA on a gesture classification task which could not be successfully solved by a solely PCA-based feature construction, see Fig. 4 and 
Discussion
Some evidence has been presented that feature construction can be very relevant for success and fast convergence (both in time and in number of training examples) of machine learning problems. We have no proof that this is always the case, but it is my working hypothesis that: "Self-configuring machine learning systems will require one or several modules for feature construction if they are to work robustly and flexible on a large variety of problems."
In order to strengthen this hypothesis, one should build machine learning systems containing explicit feature construction modules and compare their performance with systems where the construction of useful representations (features) is implicit and is delegated to the model-building step.
However, there is currently no generally accepted theory or framework of feature construction for arbitrary data mining or machine learning problems. Even worse, the problem is ill-defined right at the beginning, because there is no way to define exhaustively what a feature might look like given a set of N input variables. But the problem seems important and although I do not have a full solution right now, I would like to discuss it more deeply here in the workshop and perhaps we can bring together a framework of interesting ideas for self-configuration in the context of feature construction. To start the discussion I have put together some questions:
• Which road to follow: random feature formation (try many and throw away many) or more careful feature construction driven by (complex) guiding principles?
• Is GP (Genetic Programming) a solution?
• Which general guiding principles can be used for feature formation / construction?
-variance (PCA) -slowness (SFA) -information gain or other, guided by supervised information -...
• Self-configuration: Given a large number of constructed features (from different approaches), are there fast procedures to decide which features are most promising for the given task?
• Are there procedures which might switch features on-line if the task is non-stationary?
• Which is the role of hierarchy? Could we initially use random feature formation, gain some experience from the environment and then combine the most promising features to form more complex features which are better adapted to the task?
• Can one translate the random N-tuple approach to real-valued variables?
Conclusion
Self-configuration in machine learning is still difficult, if problem scale gets bigger. Tuning should be part of the solution, but it is not the solution. Feature construction seems not solvable in the general sense, but it should not be neglected. Conjecture (to be proven):
Rich-enough feature sets lead to robustness, flexibility and fast learning in potentially changing environments.
Advances in this area will have numerous applications, especially in the area of online data mining (stream data mining) with often non-stationary environment conditions.
